Revolutionising
ATV & Vehicle Security
A discreet ATV and asset tracker that
monitors the movements of your
machinery in real-time, allowing you to
view status and location history 24/7 with
notification of unauthorised movements.

NFU Mutual Discount
ATVTrac devices receive a 12.5% discount with
a valid NFU Mutual agricultural insurance policy.

From £15 a month

No installation Fee

Self Maintaining
ATVTrac has its own internal battery, so it doesn’t rely solely on the machine’s
own battery for power. If it detects a drop in the machine’s voltage, you’ll
receive a helpful text to tell you so. The internal battery lasts for up to 30 days.

24-7 Operations Center
Our secure operating centre doesn’t sleep, so you’re protected 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. If the unthinkable happens, our team contact you
via text, phone and email and then liaise directly with the authorities to
pinpoint your machine.

ATV Over Alerts
Ideal for lone workers, ATVTrac will notify your contacts automatically if the
unit detects that the machine is over.

Records Journeys
Journeys are logged on ATVTrac’s interactive map so you can log in, view
and share the routes that you have taken and get detailed information such
as distance and time.
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So how does it work?
Installation

Registration

Through our experienced
dealer network, your unit
will be professionally and
covertly installed, with
true peace of mind.

Once your device
is registered and
subscribed you will
be protected within
minutes.

Tracking
Once you’ve registered
you can log-in 24/7 to
check your assets realtime location, battery level,
journey history and more.

What Can We Protect?
ATVTrac doesn’t just protect ATVs, we specialise in asset protection for farmers,
estate managers and builders too. As well as ATV and Side-by-side machinery,
ATVTrac can protect tractors, trailers, generators and practically any asset that
isn’t tied down.

We are Thatcham 6 & 7 approved
We were the first vehicle tracker on the market to
achieve 6 and 7 ratings from Thatcham. What does
it mean? It means we protect on multiple levels.
Cat 6 is what most rivals offer with GPS based
systems. We’ve gone further with radio frequency
detection in our unit too, giving you the ultimate
level of protection and us the coveted Cat 7 rating.

NFU Mutual Discount
ATVTrac devices receive a 12.5% discount with
a valid NFU Mutual agricultural insurance policy.
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